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amyhoffer3@gmail.com Amy Hoffer 12/21/2022 I was visiting your website in hopes of finding the recording from the 12/20/22 public information meeting but am 
not locating it. Can you please send me the link? If it has not been posted yet, can you provide a time frame when it 
will be available?

orrk@sgfcsd.org Kristine Orr 12/21/2022 I was unable to stay for the whole meeting on Monday.  It was recorded.  Can that recording be shared so I have the 
most accurate information? 

johnandsharon@hotmail.com John Farrel 12/20/2022 1. Where is the scientific peer-reviewed research showing the efficacy of this process?
     a. What longitudinal studies have been done to see effects 5, 10 and 20 years down the road?
2. What liability does your company take if the process is shown to be harmful?
3. What kind of disclaimer is required for when/if this "product" leeches into a food source?
4. Why Moreau?

jh@green-ri.com Jeanne Heston 12/21/2022 Was last night's public meeting recorded? I had signed up for the Zoom meeting, but I was unable to attend.
jmp@green-ri.com Jacqueline Petrocchi 12/20/2022 I was a registrant for last nights Virtual Public Forum but I was ultimately unable to attend. Will a recording or 

transcription of the event be available in the near future ? I’d still like to hear some insights.
JPetrequin@news10.com Jay Petrequin 12/20/2022 Looking to follow up on last night's biochar meeting and see if there's anything to know for future coverage. Will a 

recording of the meeting be posted anywhere?
joelattimore@verizon.net Frank (Joe) Lattimore 12/18/2022 In order help your project in going forward I want you to know the City of Logan, Australia has an up and running 

sewage biochar plant. Good luck from a biochar believer.
tracy.frisch@gmail.com Tracy Frisch 12/19/2022 I do not have access to any chat or Q/A on the webinar.
geotpc@msn.com Charlene Endal 12/19/2022 Would like to welcome you and express appreciation for the employment opportunities that will come about. Have 

you considered a small group of interested people to meet on a regular basis with someone from your admin team?

culhaneblack@gmail.com Kerri Culhane 12/19/2022 There is no Q&A function visible on Teams, which is why you are not receiving questions that way. This is a good 
illustration of why people asked for an in-person meeting. The company leadership all have questionable track 
records. You have said you have learned from your mistakes, but it sounds like you are still learning on the job. Why 
should you be trusted, if this is just an untested technology? If you believe it should be in your back yard, put it there.

nikolaskrasnove@gmail.com Nick Krasnove 12/19/2022 What are your anticipated emissions of nitrous oxides, sulfur dioxide, and ammonia in ppm?
cpjohns9999@yahoo.com Chris 12/19/2022 In addition to the biosolid trucks, how may trucks of wood will be delivered on a daily/weekly basis. Also, how may 

truckloads of outbound fertilizer trucks can be expected? Ultimately how many total trucks will this enterprise totally 
involve?  According to your website, the phosphorus levels exceed the current NYS EPA allowed levels. Does this 
mean your product will not be able to be used in NYS?

nasrenehaj@gmail.com Nasrene Haj 12/19/2022 Can you name 3 other locations where this operates? Separate from the Australia example that was shared? Any in 
the US or Canada?
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hymesk@yahoo.com Karen Hymes 12/19/2022 1) What is your PROOF, not your hypothesis or wish, that PFAS can be destroyed? The fact that the only two of the 
three of you with any background or experience in this area have been associated with complaints, violations, and 
failures is not a comfort to the local residents.
2) Why aren't you identifying your local investors? If this is the great boon to the environment that you claim, it 
seems as though they would want to be identified as being on the ground floor of this technology. Also, you could 
clearly use the public endorsement of local residents purported to be respected.
3) Are any of these unidentified local investors spouses or family members of Moreau officials, elected or appointed?
4) If Biochar is going to be such a success, why is Mr. Apy selling his home and moving away from it rather than 
remaining local to stay close to it?

svillegas@raftelis.com
Samantha Villegas 12/19/2021 I am the author of WEF's Biosolids Communication Toolkit. If you are ever in need of some communications counsel 

or assistance with messaging, I'd love to help. 
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